1988 jeep cherokee vacuum diagram

I'm replacing the rotting and missing hoses on my 88 GW amc and have been able to navigate
most diagrams until today. I've hit a few spots where I'm not getting clear info or I'm just unsure.
Happy new year! I prefer to have everything in place as manufactured but I'd be interested in
practical reasons for leaving anything off, and which specific hoses. Have you visited this site
yet? Hope it helps.. Howell fuel Injected I have the hoses and that diagram but havent been able
to use it successfully to connect the parts in the pictures I've uploaded. If you are going through
a TON more gas than you ought to be, the round shut off valve on the air cleaner inlet in this pic
needs to be jammed open or removed if it's non-functional. I went through 2 tanks of gas in a
hurry in my Eagle because someone hooked it up wrong and it closed on the highway! The
other lets hot air in to prevent carb icing. Any correlation between them and reality is purely
coincidental. Are those the two prongs on the back of the cleaner housing? If so, I don't know if
it's functional so I'd like to hook up the right hoses to find out. Lets do the easy ones first. Air
Cleaner items 1. This vacuum motor's connecting tubing goes underneath and clips to the the
air cleaner's base. Circled blue plastic valve. The smaller outside nipple connects to the EGR
Valve. The EGR Valve is attached to the intake manifold and has a big steel vacuum motor.
Below cabureter air temperature 45 degrees F, it prevents the EGR from opening no matter
what. The other side gets vacuum from a coolant temperature controlled valve, the Dual CTO. Is
that the hose from the Delay Valve? That goes to a manifold Vacuum source. In the vacuum
diagram this is a little confusing. The manifold vacuum represented by a circle representing a
nipple in the intake manifold. From this nipple there should be a T supplying vacuum to the
Brass TAC and the delay valve for the snorkel nozzle's shutoff valve. This should always be
open when the engine is running. It shuts only to keeps fuel vapor from the carb bowl from
evaporating to atmosphere when the engine is off. Evaporative Fuel Canister That's the purge
signal line. In the upper right is the EGR Valve. I'm going to guess, that: E. Is supplied ported
vacuum from the Carburator. There is no T to the carb solenoid; that's just a printing or editing
loss of the white seperation. Connect to a T. The other goes all the way up front to the purge
signal cap on the vapor cannister. For this side of the CTO, No vacuum is supplied at idle. When
the throttle is slightly to moderately open above idle, vacuum is supplied to the CTO. Vacuum in
from a manifold vacuum source. The diagram shows that manifold vacuum source in an intake
runner. See what you can find. Goes all the way up front to control the air pump control valve.
On this side of the CTO, vacuum is available at idle and slightly to moderately open throttle
positions. When the CTO is warm enough, it opens and the vacuum actuates the air pump's
valves. Could just be the photo. Honestly, its worth the peace of mind to use Fuel Injection rated
hose. It's only alittle bit more costly and less likely to be damaged by components of pump
'gasoline' whether its ethenol or some other component. Last edited by nograin : at AM. Find all
posts by nograin. Wow, thank you - that's a lot of great information! I'm limited on the time I can
put into this but I'll see what I can put together from everything you've said. You can see the
hose in the first picture, behind the red line. When I connected this, a bit of black smoke looks
like carbon build up puffed out and still does, only on start up. Is this doing any harm? You
need to get manifold vacuum to your power valve, or it will be way too lean at wide open
throttle, and that could be bad. For quick fix you can Tee into that manifold vac fitting with the
orange hose on it if you have to for now. That's how it was done in ' Your '88 is a little different,
for some reason Teeing into the line going to the vacuum resevoir from the rear manifold vac
fitting. Short hose to manifold vacuum source. If you're going crazy trying to keep things
straight, buy a set of colored electrical tape and color code your lines. There is a T on the side
of the PCV valve. That's a small hose going to the charcoal canister. Yes its manifold vacuum.
The elbow goes into the valley where oily vapor and blowby builds up and can reduce
efficiency. It's a big puzzle. Have fun with it even though it can be frustrating at times. Front
view of a showing the three vacuum connections. E is a ported vacuum source for the
Emmissions EGR S is another ported vacuum source, but used for the Spark Timing that is
distributor vacuum advance Power Valve requires manifold vacuum to stay closed. Driver Side
View. PCV valve connects by a molded S shaped hose to the elbow - although maybe 88 is
different. A regular hose will kink, but will get you by until you get the correct one. You probably
can get by pushing the hoses directly on. It attaches to the brass temperature switch in the
bottom of the air cleaner. There's a small check valve in that line. Follow it down behind and
below the PCV Valve to the manifold vacuum fitting. Yours will need a Tee in this hose. On Far
left, the yellowed plastic can with a bit of foil on it, is the Non-Linear Valve. NLVR Ristow has
really good photos of a carburetor off the engine where you can see all the connections. Go to
the Tech Archives Engine Subforum. Change the preferences in the lower left to show all
threads from begining instead of just the past month. Then you'll see the Rebuild thread. Last
edited by nograin : at PM. Nograin's description of the 5-port Dual CTO coolant temperature
override switch connections is exactly right. I would just add that the 5-port valve is normally

connected to the corresponding lines by a 5-port rubber fitting. Not completely necessary, but
nice to have. The filter material is clearly seen in the photo linked above. Ok Im going to try and
jump on this beast today. Edit: Also, ty grandjeeper - id love to use a fitting but search results
haven't returned anything so I may be out of luck on that. Last edited by maybeadinosaur : at
PM. After removing the cleaner housing, i found these 2 coming from the manifold - is they just
capped? I didn't want to start yanking without checking. It has a cap on it but I'm not sure what
this is. Leaving it alone for now but if you have an idea, that'd help! I've also replaced my fuel
line and reconnected everything on the air cleaner housing. I'm left with 2 lines missing,
though: What I labeled B and E. B - I can't find the air pump or air control valve - where should I
be looking? E - The E valve on the carb is connected directly to the distributor. Also, the power
valve is now free and connected to nothing and what I previously though to be the PCV seems
to be 8 on that diagram, with nothing hooked up to it. Also, I lost the cap on the large port in the
recent photo. Trying to figure out what that is. Here's the best info I have found on figuring out
vacuum and emissions systems. This is what I used when I simplified my 89 vacuum. Guess I'm
different, I do well with picture over reading. Maybe Im an idiot Either way, mine works
wonderfully now. I removed and capped the CTO in the water neck and removed all of the air
tube crap. Capped that port off on the dual CTO. Looks a lot cleaner now. I kept the EGR since I
read the carb runs better with it.. Idk if there is any truth to that. Im all about keeping things like
stock but I found out quickly stock is pretty dumb in several instances on the FSJ. Was the CTO
connected to the upper radiator hose? These were the 2 valves I believe we were looking for.
The caps were dry rotted so they've been there for a long while. Assuming I'm not totally
incompetent and the pump etc was pulled, should I cap it or leave it open? My GW manual is
still in the mail so my research hasn't yielded any results on figuring out what the line is next to
the EGR. It's large enough for my pinky to fit inside and was previously capped. Thanks again
everyone. It's much appreciated. So when the throttle is closed idle there's no vacuum. Created
by the pistons pulling air into the cylinders and the air supply being highly restricted relative to
the dmand by the throttles or carb venturis. So now I think you can answer your own question.
Likewise, with A connected to manifold vacuum, what happens at B when the coolant gets hot?
For PCV valve and connections, see my photo in post 9. Remember the connection into the
valley is from behind 8 runner this different than many other companies that used one of the
valve covers to draw from Closed PCV Systems explanation and illustration. All times are GMT
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your gas tank expands. This excess pressure must go somewhere to prevent your tank from
rupturing. Most older vehicles simply vent these vapors into the atmosphere through the filler
cap. These caps use a valve that only opens when the pressure reaches a certain level. Newer
vehicles starting first in California, and later in all states instead vent these vapors into â€” you
guessed it â€” the intake air flow via a charcoal canister. Most distributors from this era have
several simultaneous methods of advancing the ignition timing. Base timing the lowest amount
of advance ever achieved is usually set around degrees BTDC. In addition to this, spring-loaded
centrifugal weights will further advance the timing as much as a dozen or two degrees as the
engine speeds up. The third, and most complicated method, is the vacuum advance. There are
several different methods that Jeep employed to implement the vacuum advance feature, but it
essentially works like this: A CTO coolant temperature override switch uses engine coolant to
sense when the engine has warmed up. When the engine warms up, the distributor is advanced
using ported vacuum, so the ignition is advanced farther under load than it is at idle. When
using a 3-port CTO switch, the center port is common; the outer port is open when cold, and the
inner port is open when hot. In these V8 diagrams, the vacuum line to the base of the carb on
the manifold actually indicates ported vacuum, not manifold vacuum. Do you like this site? Help
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Excellent fit and function to replace the emission control lines that the previous owner had
removed from my 88 Cherokee. Not surprisingly, reinstalling these emission system
components smoothed out the idle and had no impact on performance, meaning they were
giving the computer all the signals it needs to run properly! I've purchased two of these, the
first one I received the valve cover breather boot was in the wrong place on the tube but I was
able to slide it down and silicone it into place. This one fit perfectly with no adjustments
required. One person found this helpful. For MJ 4. Just took my time and worked one half at a
time and it went well. For the price of both the front and rear I suggest you get both and change
them both out. Images in this review. After almost , miles, my old ones had become hard and
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Comanche. A little different as my 90 Cherokee went straight from valve cover to air box but this
goes valve coverto vacuum harness to air box, which all I needed was the valve cover piece so
it works. Nothing to fear here. The plastic lines seem resilient and don't snap when bent. Looks
like the quality is there. Fit was great, works as needed. No issues with the product. It's on a
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